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Increase user productivity & deliver more value now! 
Implement agilesWorkflow in the first phase 

 

 

Better organizational change management 
An ERP implementation involves great change which can 

sometimes create anxiety and resistance amongst 

employees.  

Certified for Microsoft Dynamics NAV agilesWorkflow guides 

the users through the organization’s processes and their 

tasks, helping them to learn new procedures faster. It is 

critical that agilesWorkflow is implemented in the first 

phase so that employees are assisted through the 

implementation process and so that the overall training 

costs are reduced. 

 

 

System integrity from day one  
As users get used to a new system they will undoubtedly 

make mistakes. More things are done incorrectly in the first 

months of a new ERP system than in any time in the future 

but agilesWorkflow can help!  

agilesWorkflow will guide the users through what they need 

to do and when, it will check mandatory fields, validate 

data, trigger approvals and ensure important checks are 

always done. With the agilesWorkflow notifications, even if 

things do go wrong the right person is always alerted 

immediately. It is critical to use master data workflows from 

day one to ensure data integrity and completeness of 

reporting, and to give a good base for the future. 

Save overall implementation time and cost 
When you implement agilesWorkflow in phase 1, you will 

get a more time and cost efficient project over the long-

term. As you will invest time analyzing the business and 

designing processes as you implement NAV, including 

agilesWorkflow in the initial project will mean it is available 

to help handle and control these processes. 

In some cases, it may add a little time to these workshops as 

you will dive deeper into tasks that NAV might not normally 

handle, however when agilesWorkflow is excluded, it will 

mean more time in a later phase revisiting and redesigning 

processes.  Users especially do not want to learn how to use 

the ERP solution one way, only to have it changed in 

another way later down the track. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Reduce customization 
With agilesWorkflow many customizations can be avoided. 

Every business is different and you are likely to have unique 

processes that cannot be adapted within any standard ERP 

solution without customization, but customization is costly 

and risky. You need a standard solution that can handle your 

unique processes without customization, that will make for 

a smoother and easier implementation, and a more scalable 

and upgradable solution. Using agilesWorkflow instead of 

customizations also means you can more quickly configure 

and manage changes in your business processes, without 

the need to always rely on your partner to do so. 

Ensure you can reduce customization by implementing 

agilesWorkflow in phase 1. 

 

Control your entire business from day one 
When you implement agilesWorkflow in phase 1 you get 

more value upfront. Research shows that ERP systems on 

average handle only 30% of a business’s processes. 

Including agilesWorkflow in phase 1 enables immediate 

control over some of the other 70% because with 

agilesWorkflow you can manage any kind of business 

process all within the Microsoft Dynamics NAV solution. 

“When agilesWorkflow is implemented with Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV, it makes for a smoother implementation 

and helps to deliver greater value to our customers from 

the outset.” 

Jane Bourne 

K3 Retail 


